PURPLE UHU GLUE STICKS – MORE

By George White

In last month's exciting issue of this rag, I lamented about the apparent takeover of the glue stick game by Elmers. The only way I've been able to find the good old purple UHU is on-line. Bummer. Well, as the daring, thinking man in this club is wont to do, Dan Gee decided to explore the options which I hadn't. Dan went shopping and found that Elmers has now started marketing purple glue sticks. My previous unsat experience with Elmers could very well have been caused by my using the white sticks and not putting enough on the fuselage to make the stuff stick properly. Dan tells me he's done a small test with the new Elmers and it seems to work just as well as UHU. If any reader finds this not to be the case, please let me know. Meanwhile, I'll keep the remaining two sticks of purple UHU in my bony hands until they are all used up!!